Editors’ Association of Canada/Association canadienne des réviseurs
Honorary Life Membership Procedures: Appendix B
Effective date: June 2021
Area of
Contribution

Outstanding:
Innovation at
the strategic
or policy level.

Shaping
Editors
Canada
Nationally

Developed a
new initiative
or reformed an
existing one,
for example
Changes could changing the
purpose or
not have
planning of a
happened
major event.
without this
person.
Made a
difference
Sustained
commitment in through
multiple areas, sustained
innovation and
with overall
influence on
influence of
the direction the NEC.
of Editors
Canada.
Outstanding
policy
development,
strategy
development,
or through
influential

Communications

Branches
and Twigs

Publications

Training and Volunteer
Development Management

Francophone
Editing
Community

Professional
Standards

Developed new
strategic
orientation for
communications at
a national level.

Sustained
leadership
that shaped
the strategic
direction of a
branch or
twig.

Shaped the
ways in which
Editors
Canada
communicates
with itself and
with the world.

Developed
new strategic
orientation
for training
and
development
at the national
level.

Gave
sustained
leadership in
shaping the
strategic
direction of
Editors
Canada
service for the
francophone
editing
community.

Shaped the
ways in which
Editors
Canada
defines
professional
standards for
itself and with
the world.

Wrote influential
strategic or
innovative
Grew a new
materials on behalf branch or
of the organization. twig that
continues.
Spoke with the
voice of the
Made a
organization on
difference
influential
through
strategic or
sustained
innovative
innovation
matters.
and influence
on branches
Made a difference or twigs.
through sustained
innovation and
influence on
communications.
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APPROVED June 2021

Developed a
new
publication
such as a
one-off book
or a
longerterm series.
Developed a
seminal idea
for a
publication.
Made a
difference
through
sustained
innovation and

Sustained
leadership in
shaping the
strategic
direction of
training and
development.

Started up
innovative or
strategic
programs that
require
volunteer
teams, such as
blue pencil
sessions or
Word on the
Street.

Developed
innovative
resources or
Made a
training
difference
Grew a new
through
francophone strategies to
sustained
initiative that meet
professional
innovation and continues in
influence on
the long term. standards.
volunteer
management. Developed
Made a
new strategies difference
to raise the
through
profile of
sustained
francophone innovation and
members in
influence on
Editors
professional
Canada and
standards.

1

practice (being
strategic while
being
hands-on).
Excellent:
Practical
sustained
leadership to
make
innovation
or change
happen.

Good:
Assumes
tasks and
follows
through
quickly and
efficiently.

influence on
publications.

Made
sustained and
significant new
contributions
within an area
or areas, for
example
leading
execution of a
new initiative

Took a sustained
leadership role in
implementing
innovation for one
avenue of
communications.

Contribute
d regularly
to existing
initiatives.

Regularly assumed
responsibility for
writing Editors
Canada
information such as
press releases,
event summaries,
or promotional
items.

These
contributions
are of definite
value to
Editors
Canada, but
do not qualify
a person for
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Sustained
service on
the
leadership
committee of
a branch or
twig to
implement
innovation
and strategic
direction.

Took a
sustained
leadership role
in
implementing
strategy or
innovation for
publications.

Regularly
contributed
to running
branch or
twig events,
over the long
term.

Executed
tasks to bring
publications to
completion.

APPROVED June 2021

the wider
community.

Took a
sustained
leadership role
in building an
existing
training and
development
direction.
Developed
materials or
teaching
practices for a
new or
existing
training and
development
direction.

Regularly
contributed
to
publications.

Regularly
taught training
programs
across Canada,
such as
webinars or
workshops to
multiple
branches and
twigs.

Took a
sustained
leadership role
in
volunteerrun events.

Took a
sustained
leadership role
in
implementing
innovation for
one area of
Recruited and francophone
affairs or
retained
services for
volunteer
teams for the francophone
members.
longer term.

Took a
sustained
leadership
role in one
area of
building and
maintaining
professional
standards.

Participated in
an event
organizing
committee.

Contributed
to promoting
and
maintaining
professional
standards
through
regular
responsibility
for
invigilating,
testing, or
marking
certification
exams.

Organized
Editors
Canada
participation in
an event or
series of
events, such as
an Editors
Canada booth
at Word on the
Street.
2

Organized
events or
training for
francophone
members.
Contribute
d French
content to
Editors
Canada
publications
(writing,
translating).

an honorary
life
membership.
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Participated in
committees for
francophone
initiatives.

APPROVED June 2021
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